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Abstract. Checking the compliance of software against laws, regulations and contracts is increasingly important and costly as the embedding of software into societal practices is getting more pervasive. Moreover, the digitalised services provided by governmental organisations and
companies are governed by an increasing amount of laws and regulations,
requiring highly adaptable compliance practices. A potential solution is
provided by automating compliance using software. However, automating
compliance is difficult for various reasons. Legal practices involve subjective processes such as interpretation and qualification. New laws and
regulations come into effect regularly and laws and regulations, as well
as their interpretations, are subjected to constant revision. In addition,
computational reasoning with laws requires a cross-disciplinary process
of formalising interpretations relying on legal and software expertise.
This paper reflects on the domain-specific language eFLINT developed to
experiment with potential solutions based on concepts as modularity and
inheritance. The language combines declarative and procedural elements
to reason about situations and scenarios respectively, explicates and formalises connections between legal concepts and computational concepts,
and is designed to automate compliance checks both before, during and
after a software system runs. The various goals and applications areas for
the language give rise to (possibly conflicting) requirements. This paper
reflects on the current design of the language by recalling various applications and sketches future developments. As such, this paper reports
on intermediate results and insights of an ongoing investigation that can
benefit language developers within the field of automated compliance.
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Introduction

Laws, regulations, contracts, and other social policies serve to regulate social
systems by establishing norms that determine how actors within the system
are expected to behave. In distributed software systems, system policies are
widespread as means to regulate the behaviour of system components, separating
the description of the policy from the implementation of the system components
to enhance adaptability and transparency. For example, the XACML [48] and
ODRL [36] languages are designed to regulate access to resources in a unified
manner through access control policies that can easily be reconfigured when
relevant social policies change. Smart contracts [63, 27] are another example

of automating compliance with, in particular, legal contracts. However, both
examples are limited from a legal standpoint [66, 15, 41, 44].
A general solution to automating compliance requires, firstly, a formal representation of norms that is sufficiently general to capture norms from a variety of
sources, at different levels of abstractions, and with connections between sources
made explicit. For example, the GDPR privacy regulation is more abstract than
an organisational policy or data sharing agreement affected by it. Secondly, the
representation should enable different kinds of reasoning such as conformance
checking to ensure the implemented (business) process can only behave in compliance with norms, property checking to gain confidence in the correctness of
a norm specification, forward reasoning to determine the effects of actions and
the compliance of individual scenarios, and backward reasoning for policy-aware
planning. Thirdly, the solution should embrace the fact that legal processes are
inherently subjective, e.g., the process for the interpretation (of norms) and the
qualification of situations. This observation makes a fully ex-ante approach, such
as compliance by design, untenable from a legal perspective (although practical
in many situations). Instead, solutions are needed in which (potential) violations
within the system are embraced with ex-post enforcement mechanisms, such as
penalties and induced risk, as a backstop to respond to non-compliance. An
overview of the challenges related to compliance is given by Hashmi et al. [30]
This paper reports on intermediate findings of an investigation into a general
solution to automating compliance based on important software (language) engineering concepts such as modularity and inheritance. This investigation involves
the design an implementation of eFLINT, a domain-specific language (DSL) for
developing executable specifications of norms [8]. The languages has been applied
in various experiments involving the assessment of concrete (historical) cases [8],
bounded model checking, run-time compliance with ex-post enforcement, normative multi-agent systems, and generating access control policies from social
policies [7], among others. Over time, the language has evolved to become more
flexible and suitable for use within these various application areas. In this paper,
we reflect on the design of the language using requirements extracted from the
goals and applications of the language. This paper reflects on the design choices
most relevant to other researchers of (declarative) norm specification languages,
normative reasoning, and automating compliance, and suggests future directions.
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Related work

Norm representation Several software languages and logics exist to formalise
and reason with norms from various sources and within different application areas. Compared to other languages, eFLINT is most similar to languages based
on the Event Calculus [43, 56, 55, 14] such as Symboleo [62] and InstAL [50].
The Institutional Action Language (InstAL) is a DSL for specifying norms in
terms of duties and powers translating to Answer Set Programming for execution. Symboleo and eFLINT are both based on Hohfeld’s legal framework [32]
with Symboleo being designed specifically for contracts with embedded notions
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of contract state. LegalRuleML extends RuleML and specifies norms in terms of
permissions and obligations through rules, and unlike eFLINT supports defeasibility and negation of facts [3]. Other formal languages for expressing norms are
based on deontic logic [31], action logic [39] and defeasible logic [47, 28].
System policies and smart contracts A significant body of work exists concerning
the formalisation, analysis and enforcement of specific kinds of norms [37] such
as policies for access control [48, 36], network policies [2] (e.g. firewall configurations) and (smart) contracts [62, 60, 27, 59, 68]. Instead, eFLINT is designed for
describing a wide variety of normative sources such as laws, regulations, (organisational) policies and contracts. The Margrave Policy Analyzer tool1 supports
multiple formalisms to reason about access control policies and firewall configurations with different analyses such as Change-Impact Analysis [23]. A large
number of access control models exist [58, 49] of which the most common are
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [57] and Attribute-Based Access Control
(ABAC) [35]. XACML is a popular ABAC language and the XACML architecture [48] is used as a model for systems applying ABAC. The knowledge representation of eFLINT is sufficiently expressive to capture roles and attributes
and the eFLINT reasoner can be used as a policy decision and administration
point within the XACML architecture [7]. ODRL is an access control language
with policies controlling specific actions on (multi-media) assets [36, 54, 66]. The
Usage CONtrol (UCON) model introduces the ability to specify conditions that
should hold during access events [52].
First introduced by Szabo [63] for the exchange of digital assets, smart contracts are now most popular for their usage as scripts executing ‘transactions’
recorded on a distributed ledger (the blockchain). Blockchain applications can
support compliance efforts by providing auditability and transparency [53, 61].
Solidity [22] is a popular imperative smart contract language for the Ethereum
platform [12, 67]. Marlowe is a declarative DSL for writing smart contracts at a
higher level of abstraction for the Cardano platform [60].
Multi-agent systems Multi-agent systems (MASs) are useful to experiment with
the integration of eFLINT in (running) systems organised according to different
architectures. We have used the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) agents of [46,
45] to simulate applications, adding one or more eFLINT reasoners as so-called
normative advisors. Other approaches extend BDI agents by adding normative
concepts as reasoning capabilities to agents [18, 64, 17], such as the B-DOING
framework [19] and the BOID architecture [11, 51]. Most similar to our approach
is the use of ‘ethical governors’ in [13] that can be queried for advise. However, as
explained later in this paper, with our approach we can also support active notifications sent by the eFLINT reasoner to support forms of ex-post enforcement.
A thorough discussion in integrating norms in MAS is provided by [5].
Model checking In the context of (bounded) model checking, properties expressed
in temporal logics are used to express norms or to reason with norms. For ex1

http://www.margrave-tool.org/
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ample, Normative Temporal Logic (NTL) is a temporal logic that replaces the
path quantifiers of Computation-Tree Logic (CTL) to express obligations and
permissions [69]. Temporal Defeasible Logic (TDL) combines defeasibility and
temporal logic [29]. The FIEVeL specification language is used to model institutional policies [65] based on Ordered Many-Sorted First-Order Temporal Logic
(OMSFOTL) using SPIN [34] for model checking. In [4], the connection between
coordination problems and norm enforcement is formalised using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). The norm specification language Revani [40] uses CTL for the
specification of properties concerning privacy in particular.

3

Running Example

This section introduces the eFLINT language through an example program related to auctioning. A reference interpreter for the language is available online [6].
An eFLINT program consists of type-declarations forming a specification,
statements describing a scenario, and queries. The type-declarations introduce
sets and relations, each with a domain whose instances receive a truth-assignment
in a knowledge base, indicating whether the instance is an element of the corresponding set or relation. The following code fragment introduces the sets bidder,
object, price, and display and the relations bid and min-price-of. The set display is
declared with Var, indicating at most one instance can hold true for this type, i.e.
display acts as a variable to which a (single) object is assigned (if any). Similarly,
the relation min-price-of is ‘functional’, i.e. it maps every object to a unique price.
Fact
Fact
Fact
Var
Fact
Function

bidder
object
price
display
bid
min - price - of

Identified
Identified
Identified
Identified
Identified
Identified

by
by
by
by
by
by

String // actor placing bids
String // objects for sale
Int
// price to pay
object // the item on display
bidder * object * price * int
object * price

The following statements define the function by asserting certain instances.
+ min - price - of ( Watch , 100) .
+ min - price - of ( Clock , 200) .
+ min - price - of ( Painting , 400) .

Derivation rules infer truth assignments from knowledge about (other) facts:
Extend Fact object Derived from min - price - of . object
Extend Fact price Derived from min - price - of . price , bid . price

The Extend keyword adds clauses to an existing declaration. The last line above
states the price of every minimal price and of every bid is an element of price. The
results of multiple derivation rules accumulate through set union. A derivation
rule can also be written as a Boolean expression evaluated in a context in which
the fields of a type are bound as variables, e.g. bidder and price below.
Var highest - bid Identified by bidder * price Holds when ( Exists bid :
bid . bidder == bidder && bid . price == price && bid . object == display . object
&& ( Forall bid ’: bid ’. price <= price When bid ’. object == display . object ) )

This clause assumes that the fields (and also bid) can be enumerated to determine
the truth of the expression for each combination of instances of these types.
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Act-types are fact-types with instances – referred to as actions – that can be
performed. Special clauses determine the effects of performing actions. The acttype below has two fields, the implicit field actor and an object. An instance of the
type holds true when its actor is recognised as an auctioneer. A performed action
that does not hold true raises a violation, but still has its effects. The effect is
the assertion of the instance display(object), as well as the implicit termination of
any other elements of display owing to its status as a Var.
Act start - bidding Related to object Holds when auctioneer ( actor )
Creates display ( object )

State transitions occur through the execution of actions and assertions2 . On the
contrary, derivation rules are declarative in that they do not trigger transitions.
The actor of an action can also be named explicitly:
Act place - bid Actor bidder Related to object , price Holds when bidder
Conditioned by display ( object ) ,
price >= Max ( Foreach bid : bid . price When bid . object == object )
Creates bid ( int = Count ( Foreach bid : bid When bid . object == object ) )

This act-type declaration uses a form of constructor application with implicit
arguments to create an instance of bid (explained in section 5). The Conditioned by
clause establishes (extra) conditions3 for instances to be enabled. In this example,
bids are only allowed on displayed objects and must involve a price higher than
any previous bid. The int field of bid distinguishes bids from the same bidder.
A physical action, as opposed to the previous institutional actions, is always
enabled and only raises violations when it synchronises with an institutional
action raising a violation. The act-type declared below intuitively captures the
qualification of the action of raising one’s hand at an auction as placing a bid
on the item currently on display (with a price higher than the previous bid).
Physical raise - hand Syncs with place - bid (
bidder = actor , object = object , price =
min - price - of . price + 10* Count ( Foreach bid : bid When bid . object == object )
) When bidder ( actor ) && display ( object ) && ( min - price - of . object == object )

A duty-type declaration defines a fact-type with mandatory fields for a dutyholder and a duty-claimant (and below, the additional field price) and zero or
more violation conditions. A duty raises a violation when it holds true and when
one or more violation conditions hold.
Bool undue - payment - delay
Duty payment - duty Holder bidder Claimant auctioneer Related to price
Violated when undue - payment - delay ()

The treatment of different kinds of legal obligations with duties and open-texture
terms such as ‘undue delay’ are discussed in later sections. In the example, duties
to pay and to deliver are created when the bidding on a particular object ends.
Act end - bidding Holds when auctioneer ( actor )
Creates payment - duty ( bidder = highest - bid . bidder , price = highest - bid . price )
, delivery - duty ( bidder = highest - bid . bidder , object = display . object )
Terminates display . object , bid When bid . object == display . object
2
3

And also events, differing from actions in that they are not performed by actors.
Holds when clauses are disjuntive, Conditioned by clauses are conjunctive.
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The Terminates clauses refers to the variables display and bid. As they are not fields
of the act, the variables are implicitly bound by an occurrence of Foreach. As a
result, all instances of bid are terminated for which hold that the object referred
to in the bid is on display. This is realised by the application of When (infix).
At the end of the following scenario, Bob has a duty to pay 140 for the watch.
+ bidder ( Alice ) . + bidder ( Bob ) . + bidder ( Chloe ) . + auctioneer ( David ) .
start - bidding ( David , Watch ) . // statement executing an action
raise - hand ( Alice ) . raise - hand ( Bob ) . raise - hand ( Alice ) . raise - hand ( Chloe ) .
raise - hand ( Bob ) . end - bidding ( David ) .

4

Application

The design of eFLINT has been motivated to assess concrete scenarios for compliance with norms specified in the FLINT language of Van Doesburg [21, 20]
(eFLINT abbreviates “executable FLINT”) and to achieve this by establishing
a connection between Hohfeld’s normative concepts [33, 32] and computational
concepts. The design and reference implementation of eFLINT were created as a
vehicle for experimenting with a language that can give computational meaning
to normative concepts and that can be applied in a diverse set of application
areas. These goals and application areas have resulted in various extensions and
modifications to the language. This section describes different application areas in which experiments with eFLINT have been performed and introduces
requirements (in bold) identified throughout these experiments.
Supporting Formal Interpretation The Calculemus-FLINT framework [21] provides a method for interpreting sources of norms to produce a structured, formal
interpretation and assessing a particular case for compliance against the formalised interpretation (assessment). The method prescribes to recognise acts,
duties, actors and facts based on sentence structure and to fill act-, duty-, and
fact-frames with text fragments extracted directly from the sentences. Case
assement has been a key motivation behind the development of eFLINT. Both
eFLINT and FLINT associate pre- and post-conditions with acts and violationconditions with duties. Together these conditions determine the outcome of a
case, i.e. the performed actions/events, their effects, and any violations. Determining the compliance of a scenario thus amounts to forward chaining.
The FLINT language is intended to be used by legal experts (domainusers). A legal expert interpreting a source of norms can apply their trained, yet
subjective expertise to resolve possible ambiguities. From a legal perspective it
is important that subjectivity is part of the interpretation process as normative
texts are meant to be applied in varying contexts, circumstances and cases. In
particular, open-texture terms such as ‘undue delay’ are deliberately underspecified [27]. The precise interpretation of an open-texture term is to be determined within the specific context in which the norms are applied. For this reason,
the norm specification language should be able to delay the interpretation of certain parts until the application context is known (specialisation). Analysing a
case based on a formal interpretation increases transparency and can aid the
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process of resolving disputes caused by differences in interpretation. To improve
transparency further, FLINT source references between the frames of an interpretation and the original source locations using the JuriConnect standard [10].
The ability to easily switch between alternative interpretations is needed when
assessing a case or resolving disputes. However, alternative interpretations may
only differ in small, subtle details about, for example, an individual article.
For this reason, interpretations should be developed modularly as a collection
of small fragments, with fragments being easy to replace (modularity, versioning). We conclude that specifications should reflect the level of abstraction
provided by the original source (abstraction level) and specifications should
be extensible so that further details can be specified later.
Another goal in the development of eFLINT has been to find a (computational) core language that can be used to give operational semantics to various
normative concepts. The design of FLINT is action-oriented in its focus on
acts and ‘obligations to act’ (duties). Deontic frameworks are obligation-oriented
and consider also ‘obligations of fact’, i.e. the obligation to achieve or preserve
a certain state in the world. Moreover, a prohibition to act is not necessarily
equivalent to the negation of a permission to act. This is the case when permissions and prohibitions have different origins such as different sources of norms
or different actors invoking powers to modify the normative positions of (other)
actors. In these situations, priority mechanisms are required (norm priorities)
to determine whether a violation has indeed occurred or ex-post enforcement
mechanisms are needed to respond retroactively to violations.
Disputes also arise due to the subjectivity of qualification, the process by
which observations about the world get normative meaning. For this reason, it
is important automatic compliance is based on explicit qualification.
Assessing hypothetical cases is useful to experiment with the consequences of a
set of norms as part of, for example, the drafting of policy (experimentation).
By specifiying large sets of cases, confidence about the inner workings of the
policy is obtained, akin to running test-suites for testing software (testing).
Multi-Agent Systems We use multi-agent systems to experiment with compliance
in regulated systems, data markets in particular. So-called ‘normative advisors’
are added that reason with norms based on observations communicated to them
by their parent or by the environment (event-based). Conclusions, for example about permitted actions or violations, are communicated to the parent. Our
approach makes it possible to experiment with different models for distributing
institutional facts and institutional reasoning and requires multiple eFLINT reasonsers to co-exist (instantiation). One can define a system with a single agent
monitoring and assessing the behaviour of all market participants. Alternatively,
every market participant has its own normative advisor and uses normative reasoning for planning. Such planning activities by agents require the simulated
execution of hypothetical scenarios or backward chaining to reason towards a
goal, the latter of which our tools do not yet support.
We define ex-post enforcement agents that decide whether to respond
to observed violations. These agents may be fully autonomous services, or may
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require a ‘human in the loop’. In both cases, the enforcement agent should receive
a detailed report about the nature of the violation and how the violation was
established containing, for example, which facts prevented an action from being
enabled (explainability). Similar reports are needed for ex-ante enforcement
in order for agents to determine what they can do to enable disabled actions.
Bounded Model-Checking The applications described in the previous subsection
are about concrete (hypothetical) scenarios and sometimes involve the enumeration of a large set of alternative scenarios, e.g., when testing or running simulations. In other work we are applying bounded model-checking to attempt
verify safety and liveness properties of eFLINT specifications, effectively reasoning about abstract scenarios. To apply bounded model checking, eFLINT
specifications must have finite domains such that in every runtime state, only
a finite amount of transitions are possible. This applications also requires the
‘closed world assumption’ that establishes that what is not known to be true
is considered false. Furthermore, to make bounded model-checking feasible, we
concluded it must be possible to reduce the amount of possible transitions and
to reduce the set of possible runtime states (reducible domains). Future work
is to investigate the applicability of combinatorial, property-based testing [25].
Automating Legal Compliance The eFLINT language has been used in experiments to investigate automating compliance in case management systems used
by governmental organisations. Prototypes are designed to adapt to changes in
norms, including dynamic updates, to formalise connections between organisational policy and the laws they implement, and to enforce the rights and duties
of both civil servant and citizen. The eFLINT reasoner is instantiated as a running process for every on-going case, or responds to individual requests. As cases
develop over time, information about the case is recorded, either internally or
externally to the reasoner (persistence). This requires mechanisms to provide
facts about a case to the reasoner (case input), to record facts established by
the reasoner (case output) and to apply data migrations when norms change.
These experiments have also reveiled the important of specifying a service
interface between the application and the reasoner, for example to determine
which actions, events and facts of an eFLINT specification are triggerable by
the application and which are internal. For example, one can say that all physical actions (such as raise-hand and not place-bid) are triggerable by users of the
application. Another aspect of the service interface is to determine which facts
are provided solely by the application. We can therefore not (always) make the
closed world assumption (open world). Furthermore, the instances of a type
can not always be enumerated beforehand as, for example, new citizens register
and reasoning is needed with numerical values and dates (infinite domains).
In other projects, we are experimenting with the automatic enforcement of
(privacy) regulations, consortium agreements and data sharing conditions within
data exchange systems. In this context, transparency, explainability, mechanisms for dispute resolution and auditability are of high importance [53, 61].
Data exchange systems are inter-domain applications that require mechanisms
8

Table 1. The various requirements identified in section 4 laid out and categorised.
legal
ex-ante enforcement
ex-post enforcement
interpretation
explicit qualification
normative concepts
assessment
abstraction level
auditability
open-texture terms

reasoning
forward chaining
backward chaining
norm priorities
closed world
open world
infinite domains
finite domains
reducible domains
simulation

services
service interface
case input
case output
persistence
dynamic updates
event-based
instantiation
specialisation
data migrations

usability
domain-users
source references
explainability
versioning
testing
modularity
extensible
experimentation
transparency

for cross-domain authentication [26] and consensus. Consensus is needed on the
applied norms, relevant policy information, on the transpired events and on the
decisions made by the normative reasoner. A project to build an eFLINT to Solidity [22, 67] compiler is ongoing, producing smart contracts serving as reasoners
in a blockchain application. The interpretation is recorded as a smart contract
and the assessed scenario is recorded as transactions on the ledger.

5

Design

This section summarises the most important design choices, modifications and
extensions made in order to (better) meet the requirements identified in the
previous section and laid out and categorised in Table 1.
Knowledge Representation Following well-known declarative languages such as
Prolog [16] and Alloy [38], eFLINT allows users to define sets and relations inductively over atomic strings and integers. The expressivity of the representation
can be demonstrated by showing how relational algebra or database operations
are supported. Relations associate names with fields as attributes in relational
algebra and databases. Relations thus represent database tables, predicates in
Prolog, or triples in RDF [42]. A projection operator <EXPR>.<NAME> is available
to refer to components of a tuple. Derivation rules can define unions and joins
by applying Exists, Forall and Foreach operators to enumerate over elements of
relations. A similar comparison can be made with algebraic datatypes.
Act-types and duty-types behave as (relational) fact-types in how instances
are represented, constructed, created and terminated. This design choice has
made it simple to represent the legal concept of power: to change the normative positions of (other) actors, an actor can perform one of its actions that
create/terminate actions or duties (normative concepts).
As described in the previous section, eFLINT is intended for reasoning about
both historical and dynamically evolving scenarios. The latter relies on types
with infinite domains whereas in the former the ‘domain of discourse’ is known
a priori and is inherently finite. The Foreach, Forall and Exists operators enumerate
9

instances of one or more types as part of their application. The Foreach operator is used in conjuction with aggregators such as Count and Sum. Operators Forall
and Exists effectively generalise binary conjunction and disjunction (respectively)
over lists of Booleans. A pragmatic design decision has been made to give semantics to these operators depending on the domains of the types they enumerate:
the instances of a finite type are all enumerated, whereas of an infinite type, instances that hold in the current knowledge base are enumerated. In the following
fragment, the value of count-all differs depending on whether the first or second
definition of numbers is used, whereas the value of count does not:
Fact number Identified by 1..5. Fact number Identified by Int .
+ number (1) . + number (3) . + number (5) .
Var count - all Identified by Int Derived from Count ( Foreach number : number ) .
Var count
Identified by Int Derived from Count
( Foreach number : number When Holds ( number ) ) .

In both cases, enumeration is finite as an eFLINT knowledge base is finite.
Knowledge in eFLINT is concrete rather than symbolic and unification is not
used. The statement +rich(person) in the following code fragment determines that
every currently known person is rich rather than every conceivable person. As a
consequece, Chloe is not considered rich at any moment in the execution of:
Fact person . + person ( Alice ) . + person ( Bob ) . + rich ( person ) . + person ( Chloe ) .

The statement +rich(person) is to be interpreted as the imperative “for each known
person, assert they are rich”, rather than the declarative “every person is rich”.
The decision to maintain concrete facts has been made to ensure knowledge
bases are easy to understand for legal experts (explainability, domain-users)
but has not been thoroughly evaluated.
The semantics of enumeration also effects derivation rules. Consider the action start-bidding of the running example. In the following code fragment, the
three derivation rules associated with the action are equivalent:
Act start - bidding Related to object
Holds when auctioneer ( actor )
Derived from start - bidding ( actor , object ) When auctioneer ( actor )
Derived from ( Foreach actor , object :
start - bidding ( actor , object ) When auctioneer ( actor ) )

The query ?Holds(start-bidding(David, Vase)) fails in the running example as object(Vase)
is not an instance enumerated by the Foreach. That the definition of object affects
the first derivation rule is counter-intuitive, given that the rule does not mention object. In an alternative semantics for derivation rules, the field names of
the type could be bound to the fields of a given instance of the type (e.g., actor
bound to David and object bound to Vase) when a derivation rule of a type is
evaluated (such that object is not enumerated). The alternative semantics violates the previous design choice that knowledge bases are concrete and finite as
start-bidding(David,object) would hold true for all conceivable objects.
Constructor application is written as the name of a type followed by zero or
more arguments that may also be left implicit. In a constructor application with
implicit arguments, any missing arguments are implicitly the name of the missing field. For example, the constructor application bid(int = ...) (Section 3), in
which arguments for the fields bidder, object and price of the type bid are missing, is
10

Act frame

«assisting with the contracting of a valid marriage»
[ordinary or priest ...]
[marriage attempt]
[spouses]

Actor
Object
Interested
Party
...
...
Creating post- [valid marriage]; ...
condition
Terminates
[marriage attempt]
postcondition

Fact [ ordinary or priest ...]
Fact [ spouses ]
Bool [ marriage attempt ]
Bool [ valid marriage ]
Act << assisting with the contracting
of a valid marriage > >
Actor
[ ordinary of priest ...]
Recipient
[ spouses ]
Related to [ marriage attempt ]
Creates
[ valid marriage ]()
Terminates [ marriage attempt ]()

Fig. 1. FLINT and eFLINT specification of an act. Simplified example taken from [20].

interpreted as bid(int=..., bidder=bidder, object=object, price=price). The context determines whether these variables are bound by an (implicit) Exists or Foreach.
Implicit arguments simplify the translation from FLINT to eFLINT
(interpretation). Consider the FLINT act-frame on the left-hand side of Figure 1 and the corresponding eFLINT code on the right-hand side. The FLINT
frame can be generated from a syntactical analysis of the original natural language text, in this case the Code of Canon Law on Catholic marriage. The
eFLINT code can be automatically generated from the FLINT frame with facts
capturing which strings represent an ordinary or priest, which strings represent a
pair of spouses, and with Booleans4 capturing whether there is a valid marriage
or marriage attempt. The resulting code is internally consistent and executable.
However, there are some issues with the code. For example, multiple (pairs of)
spouses can be represented as instances of the type [spouses] but only one valid
marriage can be represented, and without a formal connection to the spouses.
This problem can be fixed in at least two ways by redefining some of the types
(specialisation). Firstly, [spouses] can be defined using the Var keyword, encoding an assumption that reasoning involves at most one pair of spouses. Secondly,
the relation [valid marriage] (and similar for [marriage attempt]) can be given a field
[spouses] such that the fact can be used to determine which pair of spouses are
married: Fact [valid marriage] Identified by [spouses]. The original act-type definition
is still valid with either solution, owing to constructor application with implicit
arguments. In the second solution, the Creates expression is equivalent to [valid
marriage]([spouses]). When the expression is evaluated when an action is performed,
the variable [spouses] is bound to the recipient of the action.
The decision which of the two solutions to apply is argueably the decision for a
software expert to make (rather than a legal expert) as the decision is influenced
by the design of the software system in which the eFLINT code is applied. If
the code is applied to reason about individual, historical cases, then the first
solution is effective. If the code is integrated in a system in which multiple cases
are managed, then the second solution might be preferred. An advantage of the
design of eFLINT is that both solutions can co-exist: the original definition in
4

Keyword Bool defines a type with only one value: the empty tuple. The type behaves
like a Boolean variable as the value is either present or absent in the defined set.
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Figure 1 can be extended (using the #require directive) by two separate files, each
implementing one of the solutions. In fact, both solutions can be applied for both
purposes, owing to the way eFLINT services are implemented (instantiation).
Exploratory Programming One of the most impactful decisions has been to adopt
the incremental programming style of languages such as Python in which a
program is a sequence of individually valid program fragments. In the original
eFLINT paper [8], a strict separation is maintained between type declarations,
domain refinements (reducible domains), initial state declaration and scenarios. The strict separation was removed by introducing phrases, each of which is
either a sequence of type declarations and type extensions, a query, a statement,
or a sequence of phrases. This is a conservative extension in the sense that the old
separation can still be made, if desired. The incremental style of programming
makes specifications inherently extensible, enables dynamic updates and the
delayed specification of open-texture terms, greatly increases modularity,
and simplifies debugging and testing. The change was motivated by the desire
to assess dynamically evolving scenarios and interpretations and is a natural fit
with event-based applications. Events raised within the system (e.g. the “raise
hand” button has been pressed) can be converted to eFLINT phrases as case
input and the conclusions can cause new events being raised (e.g. that there is
a new highest bidder) as case output, enabling ex-post enforcement.
The language was redesigned according to the methodology presented in [9]
and implemented using the generic interpreter back-end of [24] that supports
exploratory programming by keeping track of execution history. This enables revisiting previous states for experimentation and simulation. The execution
history contains valuable information to retrace causes and effects, enhancing
explainability, transparency and auditability. As part of this redesign, several other changes were made to the language. The Extend keyword was added
for writing type extensions, the Syncs with keyword was added for synchronising
actions and events, and instance queries were added. A Boolean query ?<EXPR>
evaluates an expression to true or false. An instance expression ?-<EXPR> evaluates
an expression to zero, one or more instances of a type. For example, the instance
query ?-bid When display(bid.object) evaluates to all bids on the object currently on
display. All unbound variables in an instance query (bid in the example) are
implicitly bound using Foreach. Queries are useful for testing and for ex-ante
enforcement. An eFLINT service can respond to Boolean queries to give or
deny access to resources, akin to a policy decision point in the XACML architecture [48]. Alternatively, an instance query can be used to obtain permissions of
a certain kind for translation into, for example, user rights in a database server.
To support type extensions more naturally, a distinction has been introduced
between domain-related clauses of a type, such as Identified by and Related to, and
clauses referred to as accumulating clauses. These clauses are accumulating in
the sense that multiple occurrences of the same kind of clause can occur at a
type and in that their effects somehow accumulate. For example, an instance is
derived if one or more of the derivation rules of the type derives the instance.
A duty is violated if (it holds true and) one or more of its violation conditions
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holds true. All pre-conditions of a type5 must hold true for an instance of the
type to be enabled. And all the instances computed for the expressions of all
Creates, Terminates, and Obfuscates (see below) are created/terminated/obfuscated.
Service Interactions In dynamically unfolding cases, e.g. when monitoring the
compliance of a running system, some process is required to automatically convert observations (events) into the steps of a scenario. In initial experiments
with multi-agent systems, we relied on the host language to write such conversion rules, or we hard-coded qualifications into applications. A strict separation
was maintained between physical processes (external to eFLINT) and institutional processes (internal to eFLINT). The Syncs with keyword was introduced to
connect the institutional actions from various interrelated normative documents,
such as a sharing agreement and the GDPR regulation example in [7]. This way,
normative sources can be interpreted separately at their own abstraction level
with additional, separate code fragments making any connections explicit.
Experience demonstrated that it is also useful to use eFLINT actions and
events to model physical processes and to connect them to institutional processes
using Syncs with. This way, qualification rules can be written within eFLINT itself
and integrating eFLINT as a service becomes easier. A generic algorithm can
systematically convert the events of an arbitrary event stream to phrases without
making assumptions about the specification with which the reasoner is loaded.
Institutional meaning is then assigned to these events within eFLINT (when
relevant). Physical and synchronised actions motivated the change that actions
always manifest their effects when executed, even when disabled.
For security reasons and to separate concerns, it is beneficial to restrict an
eFLINT service to only respond to certain inputs and to make certain types
strictly internal. This way, for example, we can disallow any duties from being
created or terminated directly. For the running example we might like to say
that only the raise-hand, start-bidding and end-bidding actions can be triggered. In
future work we intend to add a module-system or service interface specification
mechanism that makes it possible to hide and expose elements of a specification.
At present, eFLINT does offer the Physical keyword as an alternative to Act to
distinguish between physical and institutional actions. Whether an instance of
a physical act holds true is determined only be pre-conditions expressed using
Conditioned by or inherited by synchronising with instances of (other) act-types.
The distinction between physical and institutional action strenghtens model
checking. By expressing LTL properties that only transition over physical actions
(synchronised with institutional actions), we can use model checking properties
to check the conformance [1] of a physical process with an institutional process.
Open Types In a type declaration, the Open and Closed modifiers are available to
indicate whether the closed world assumption holds for this type. The logic
for open types is three-valued: True, False or Unknown. The Obfuscates clause has
been added to set the truth value of an instance to Unknown. The treatment of
5

Conditioned by

clauses can be associated with all types, not just act-types.
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Unknown affects how applications interact with eFLINT services. The eFLINT
reasoner undoes the execution of a phrase when Unknown is encountered and
reports the Unknown instance as an exception. Such an exception can be understood as a request to the execution context to provide additional input. The
eFLINT implementation accepts additional input alongside a phrase to be executed. Additional input is only used for that particular execution request and
has the highest priority6 when establishing the truth of a fact.
In one of our multi-agent experiments, an agent responds to a missing information exception by contacting another agent to obtain the information, e.g. to
confirm whether a certain certificate is valid. To this end, it may be beneficial to
offer a mechanism to pause and continue phrase execution after missing input
has been made available (in a continuation passing style). In another application,
open types are used to generate input forms for users to fill. This application
asks the eFLINT reasoner for all open types in the specification. The response
is used to generate an HTML form with various kinds of elements (e.g. checkboxes and dropdowns) with any available information pre-filled. The additional
input component of an execution request can also be used to provide all input
relevant to requests. This way, the eFLINT reasoner can be used statelessly and
persistence can be realised with an external database.

6

Discussion

This section reflects on the current design of eFLINT compared to the goals and
requirements stated in Section 4.
The development of eFLINT went through various phases, starting with the
analyses of historical cases, followed by dynamically evolving cases and system
integration. Pragmatic design decisions have been made to ensure the language
is sufficiently flexible to be used for various kinds of applications. However, a
flexible solution is not always the most user-friendly solution. For example, in
some applications a strict separation between specification (type declarations)
and scenarios (statements) is useful. And the closed world assumption is needed
for model checking. In general, sometimes certain assumptions are needed that
in a more restrictive variant of the language could be enforced synactically or
using static analyses. At present, the language is not sufficiently friendly for legal
experts to use without software expertise. Experience with computer science
students does suggest that the language is relatively easy to learn for those with
programming experience, especially declarative programming experience.
An open question still being investigated is how the interpretation process
can best be supported. Our current best effort involves a pipeline in which:
natural language processing produces FLINT frames from a normative source, a
legal/domain expert completes and refines the FLINT frames, the FLINT frames
are automatically translated to eFLINT, and a software expert completes and
refines the eFLINT code. Automation is needed to deal with the large amount
6

Additional input facts have a higher priority than facts created and terminated by
actions/events which in turn have a higher priority than derived facts.
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of normative sources and the pace with which they are produced. Intervention
by legal experts is needed as interpretation is inherently subjective. Software experts are needed to add computational details (such as relations between fields)
not commonly contained in the natural language sources. Provenance, versioning and retaining source references are important qualities of an interpretation pipeline. For these purposes, meta-data about eFLINT fragments should be
maintained by the pipeline as is currently being done for FLINT frames.
In the extended version of this paper, we intend to present a new design of
a norm specification language which comprises a computational core language
and a legal surface-level language. The goal of this (re-)design is twofold. One
motivation is improving usability for legal and domain experts by offering a more
tailored experience. For example, a keyword such as Syncs with should be hidden
as we should not require legal experts to think about transition system semantics. A rule-based syntax (left-hand side) can be used to express the relation
between raise-hand and place-bid without Extend and Syncs with (right-hand side):
raise-hand(bidder) QualifiesAs
place-bid(bidder, display.object, price)
Where price = ...

Extend raise - hand Syncs with place - bid
( bidder = actor , object = display . object ,
price = ...)

Another motivation is to experiment with the computational meaning of alternative normative concepts such as obligations and prohibitions. The notion of
violation will be removed from the core language and replaced by monitors that
flag properties satisfied by triggered transitions or reached states. The connection between the legal surface-language and the core language can then establish
whether flagged properties are interpreted as violations or, perhaps, as desirable
events based on additional, normative information. For example, if a prohibited
action is performed, this event may not constitute a violation of the action is
explicitly permitted by a (higher) authority.

7

Conclusion

This paper has reflected on the design of eFLINT based on requirements extracted from experiments in various application areas. The presented discussion
serves to benefit researchers working on computational representations of legal
concepts, attempting to bridge the gap between legal artefacts and software,
automating compliance, and policy-driven systems. The main advantage of the
language is the flexibility that permits it to be used in multiple application areas
simultaneously such as model checking, checking the compliance of historical,
hypothetical and dynamically evolving scenarios, as part of an access control
system and to formalise norms from a variety of sources at their own level of
abstraction. The flexibility is achieved through certain pragmatic design decisions and by designing the language to be modular and specifications extensible.
The main future developments are to increase the usability of the language, in
particular for domain experts, by experimenting with new ways of interacting
with the language, including alternative surface-level languages, static analyses,
user interfaces and development environments in general.
15
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